ABSTRACT In this paper, an improved fish swarm algorithm for neighborhood rough set reduction (IFSANRSR) is proposed. In IFSANRSR, by introducing an adaptive function to control the visual and step size of artificial fish, the problem of inconsistent convergence speed existed in a traditional artificial fish swarm algorithm (FSA) is avoided. The movement of artificial fish in the swarming and following behavior is improved to shorten the running time of the algorithm. The searching behavior is improved to enhance the local search ability without changing the global searching ability of the algorithm. By introducing the mechanism of extinction and rebirth, the worst solution is eliminated and rebirth takes place after each iteration, which ensures a high level of the overall fitness. The experimental results on three datasets from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) show that the attributes reduction by using the IFSANRSR has higher reduction rate and classification accuracy in most cases. It could better deal with real-valued data attributes and ensure the optimal attribute reduction set to be found. The experimental result on the decision system of aluminum alloy welded joints show that by using the IFSANRSR, the key influencing factors of fatigue life of aluminum alloy welded joints could be obtained, and the weight of each influencing factor could be calculated quantitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rough set theory (RST) is one of the most important artificial intelligence technologies. No prior knowledge is needed when using RST. It can start from the data itself and realize the tasks of data classification and decision rules acquisition. As an efficient tool to feature reduction, RST can reduce the abundant information while preserving the meaning of the features. By now, it has been successfully applied to machine learning, data mining, decision analysis and many other fields [1] - [3] . Traditional RST is based on the equivalent relation and is suitable for category
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data. When dealing with continuous data, discretization must be done beforehand, which inevitably leads to information lost [4] . To overcome this disadvantage, many extension of RST such as fuzzy rough sets [5] , tolerance approximation model [6] , covering approximation mode [7] and neighborhood rough set model [8] , [9] have been proposed. Among which, the neighborhood rough set model can process both numerical and categorical dataset via the δ-neighborhood set. Attribute reduction is one of the most important content in neighborhood rough set theory, and it aims to obtain a minimal attribute subset from a decision system while maintaining the same classification accuracy by deleting the noisy, irrelevant or misleading features. Generally speaking, attribute reduction algorithm involves heuristic and random VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ search strategies. In the two strategies, heuristic search often leads to local solution of attribute reduction. To avoid this problem, many researchers have turn to random search strategies such as swarm intelligence algorithm. The basic idea of swarm intelligence algorithm is to construct stochastic optimization algorithm by imitating the population behavior of organisms in nature. The algorithm mainly simulates the optimization and search process as the searching behavior or evolutionary process of individuals in the population. It uses the points in the searching space to imitate the individuals of organisms in nature. It transforms the objective function of the problem into the adaptability of individuals to the environment in the population. It makes an analogy between the search iteration process of looking for the better feasible solution and the process of retaining the fittest or searching behavior of individuals in a population. Swarm intelligence algorithm includes genetic algorithm [10] , ant colony algorithm [11] , [12] , particle swarm optimization [13] , [14] , artificial fish swarm algorithm [15] , artificial bee colony algorithm [16] , glowworm swarm optimization algorithm [17] and bat algorithm [18] . As a new kind of evolutionary algorithm, swarm intelligence algorithm has been successfully applied in the field of traffic flow model validation [19] , distributed efficient positioning [20] , fault diagnosis [21] - [23] and control of vehicle roll behavior performance [24] for its advantages of distribution, self-organization and strong robustness.
The fish swarm algorithm (FSA) is a new swarm intelligent technique proposed by Li et al. [25] that was inspired by the natural schooling behavior of fish. FSA presents a strong ability to avoid local minimums in order to achieve global optimization [26] , [27] . It has been applied in function optimization [28] and least squares support vector machine problems [29] .
In this work, based on the traditional swarm intelligence algorithm-FSA, a novel IFSANRSR is proposed to deal with continuous numerical data. In order to improve the convergence rate and precision of traditional FSA in IFSANRSR, adaptive function is introduced to control the visual and step size of artificial fish, three behaviors of the fish are improved and mechanism of extinction and rebirth are suggested. Using the strong ability of the global optimization of improved FSA, a neighborhood rough set model is constructed for feature reduction. UCI experimental results show that the proposed techniques have great power in feature reduction. Experimental result on the decision system of aluminum alloy welded joints show that by using IFSANRSR, the key influencing factors of fatigue life of aluminum alloy welded joints could be obtained, and the weight of each influencing factor could be calculated quantitatively. The main contributions of our work are two aspects: One aspect, improved FSA and neighborhood rough set are combined, a novel IFSANRSR is proposed for searching an effective feature subset. The other aspect, the IFSANRSR is used for analysis of the fatigue life influencing factors of the aluminum alloy welded joints. The key fatigue life influencing factors and the quantitatively computation of the weights of each factor are obtained.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II. discusses the improved FSA. Section III. proposes the IFSANRSR and discusses the detail steps and processes of IFSANRSR, some experiments on the standard UCI datasets are carried out and the results of the experiments are analyzed. Section IV. constructs the evaluation model for fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints by using IFSANRSR. Section V. summarizes the whole paper and presents future work in this area.
II. IMPROVED FSA
FSA is a specific application of swarm intelligent technique to optimize the search domain by simulating the behavior of fish including searching, swarming, and following. It has the abilities of self-organized and converging rapidly on a solution. In a search space, the FSA initially produces a swarm of artificial fish, and each artificial fish performs three behaviors to construct its own local solution then exchanges information in its self-organized system and finally achieves the global solution.
A. BASIC FSA
In basic FSA, the parameters are randomly initialized with a swarm of artificial fish. Suppose X = (X 1 ,X 2 , . . . , Xn) represents individual artificial fish, F(X ) is a fitness function which indicate the food concentration of a fish position X i , D ij = |X i -X j | expresses the distance between individual artificial fish, visual represents a perceived distance of an artificial fish, artificial fish can only search within the visual, step is a moving step of an artificial fish, δ is a crowding factor. All the fish try to find and locate the place that can satisfy their food needs by three distinct behaviors.
1) SEARCHING BEHAVIOR
Searching is one of the most basic behaviors of organisms. When an artificial fish searches for food, it always walks a step toward a high concentration of its own visible neighborhood range. Artificial fish can perceive the concentration of food in the environment and tend to swim to the position where the concentration of food is high within the scope of visual. Searching is a random search strategy, with a tendency toward the food rich place. It is expressed as follows:
where 2) SWARMING BEHAVIOR Swarming is a common activity of fish. A large or small number of fish gather in a place rich in food concentration during the evolution of fishes in nature. For each artificial fish, it is necessary to be as close as possible to the center of the fish swarm and avoid overcrowding around it. The swarming behavior is expressed as follows:
where X C is the center position of a fish swarm, F(X C ) is it's food concentration and n s is the number of individuals within the X C 's visual. The fish moves to the center position
and ns/n < δ because the center is not overly crowded and has a greater concentration of food than the current position X i . Otherwise, a searching behavior is employed to find a next position for the fish.
3) FOLLOWING BEHAVIOR
The following behavior is a directional behavior. When a fish is in a high food concentration position, its neighboring partners will follow it quickly. For each artificial fish, it is necessary to move to a place with higher food concentration while avoiding overcrowding.
where X max is the best position of a neighboring fish swarm, F(X max ) is it's food concentration. F(X max) > F(Xi) and ns/n < δ represents X max is in a good condition with higher food concentration and lower crowding, thus the fish will move one step toward X max . Otherwise, searching behavior commences to determine a fish's next position. Besides, FSA should provide a bulletin that records the optimal place and fitness of artificial fishes during each iteration. After making movements, each fish updates and compares its own state with the bulletin. The value on the bulletin will be replaced if its current state of fish is better. At the end of the algorithm, the best state and the fitness on the bulletin should be output as the final solution of the optimal problem task. The process of the basic FSA is shown as Fig. 1 .
Generally speaking, FSA has fast convergence speed, strong robustness, small dependence on initial parameters and fast search of feasible solution range. It is suitable for solving optimization problems with high accuracy requirements. Meanwhile, in the later period of FSA, it may fall into a slow convergence rate and be caught in a limited precision. An improved FSA algorithm is proposed here to solve these problems in this work.
B. IMPROVED FSA
Aiming to improve the convergence rate and precision of traditional FSA, an improved FSA is proposed here. The core idea of improved FSA is: Firstly, in order to give consideration to both convergence speed and accuracy, adaptive function is introduced to control the visual field and step size of the artificial fish. It makes the size of moving step and the vision of artificial fish decrease with the increase of iteration times. Secondly, to increase the convergence speed, the moving strategy of artificial fish in swarming and following behavior is improved. The crowding factor is ignored, and the default searching behavior is cancelled. Thirdly, in order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, the searching behavior is improved. If no better solution is found, the artificial fish tryes again with the new vision and step size. Lastly, the mechanism of extinction and regeneration is proposed. After each iteration, the worst artificial fish will extinct and a more adaptable artificial fish would be regenerated to ensure the overall fitness.
1) ADAPTIVE STEP AND VISUAL
From the analysis of the basic FSA, it could be seen that visual and the maximum step size of artificial fish have significant influence on the convergence of the algorithm. When visual and step are set to a fixed constant, it may be too big or too small. In the early period of FSA, bigger visual and step can accelerate the fast convergence of swarming and following behavior, so that artificial fish can converge to the local and global optimal position quickly after several iterations. In the later period, smaller visual and step size make searching behavior dominant. The artificial fish around the extreme VOLUME 7, 2019 value could find the location of the adjacent extreme value accurately, so as to find the optimal value.
To assure the convergence speed and the accuracy of the solution, visual and step size of artificial fish should be reduced gradually. We introduce an improved method of changing of artificial fish visual and step size based on piecewise adaptive function, so that the step size and visual could decrease with the number of iterations. The formulas of adaptive step size and visual are as follows.
where Max_V and Min_V indicate the maximum and minimum value of visual, Max_S and Min_S are the maximum and minimum step size respectively. The adaptive function decays as a power function, and the parameters decay quickly at the beginning of the iteration, so the value of Max_V and Min_V could be increased appropriately to enhance the search ability of the artificial fish.
In the attribute reduction algorithm of neighborhood rough set based on fish swarm, artificial fish is a string of binary codes. The distance between artificial fish is a weighted average distance and the value of the distance is multiple of 1. Therefore, the step size and visual should be integer values in the application. In order to apply FSA to attribute reduction of neighborhood rough set, the minimum step size and visual are set to be 1. The formulas are as follows:
2) IMPROVED SWARMING AND FOLLOWING BEHAVIOR
In artificial fish swarm algorithm, the convergence speed is determined by the behavior of swarming and following behavior. Artificial fishes dispersed in the search space perform swarming and following behavior. They move quickly to the center of the fish group and to the location of neighboring partners with better fitness values, which enables the artificial fish to near to the extreme position in a relatively short time and ensures the convergence speed of the artificial fish swarm algorithm. If the artificial fish finds that the center of the fish group within visual field is better than the current position, and the center of the fish group is not too crowded, swarming behavior is performed and the artificial fish moves to that position.
When the distance d i,c = |X c -X i | between the center position of all the partners(X C ) within visual and the current position of the artificial fish(X i ) is between visual and step (step< d i,c < visual), the artificial fish need to move many times to reach the center position. This may make the artificial fish fall into the local extreme position in movements, and the increase of the number of moves also reduces the convergence speed of the algorithm. Therefore, the moving step size is improved in the swarming behavior as in formula (9) .
where Rand() is added to prevent the swarming behavior from convergence too fast and falling into the local extreme position. By changing the moving step of the swarming behavior, the convergence speed of the algorithm is accelerated.
On the other hand, through parameter analysis of artificial fish swarm algorithm, we find that it is difficult to ensure convergence speed and accuracy at the same time by using crowding factor [25] . In attribute reduction of neighborhood rough set, only the best reduction subset (i.e. the optimal location of artificial fish swarm) is required. Therefore, in attribute reduction of neighborhood rough set based on improved fish swarm, the crowding factor is ignored. In swarming behavior, only the fitness of the partner's central position in the visual field is considered, if the fitness of the partner's central position is higher than the current position (F(X C ) > F(X i )), the artificial fish swims one step towards the partner's central position.
The default behavior of swarming is searching behavior. When the center position of fish group searched is inferior to the current position of the artificial fish, the searching behavior is performed. While in FSA, the performance of searching, swarming and following has been compared. Searching behavior may be performed in the swarming behavior once more, which greatly increases the execution time of the algorithm. Therefore, an improvement is made here to cancel searching behavior in the swarming behavior and the artificial fish should remain in its original position.
The improved swarming behavior is shown as formula (10) and (11) .
The principle of following behavior is similar to clustering behavior, the improvement of following behavior is the same as clustering behavior, and it's not described here anymore.
3) IMPROVED SEARCHING BEHAVIOR
In searching behavior, the artificial fish searches the feasible domain space within the number of attempts, and then moves to the next position in the field of visual. Through the analysis of parameters of artificial fish swarm algorithm, we find that the number of attempts has a great influence on searching behavior thus affect the results of searching behavior, which will easily lead to premature and ineffective searching. Therefore, the number of attempts is improved in the algorithm. If the artificial fish hasn't found the next better position after try_number times searching attempts, the artificial fish will try again, but at this time the artificial fish has a higher grasp of the environment in the field of visual, and it is easy to result in invalid searching while weakening the execution time of the algorithm. Therefore, we will expand the field of visual of the artificial fish, the new field of visual is visual new = visual + step. If in this new field of visual, a better position with high fitness is found, the fish would move one step to the better position, the maximum step size is step new = 2 × step. If the better position is not found after try_number times searching attempts in the new field of visual, the artificial fish will move randomly in the new field of visual.
4) MECHANISM OF EXTINCTION AND REBIRTH
In the biological groups, individuals with higher adaptability can adapt quickly to the changes of the environment, so they have greater survival chances. While individuals with lower adaptability are unable to adapt quickly to the new environment, so they are gradually eliminated in the course of evolution. Inspired by this idea, the artificial fish with high adaptability is defined as elite fish, and the artificial fish with low adaptability is called inferior fish. When FSA is used to solve optimization problems, elite fish can quickly adapt to environmental changes because of their high adaptability. It could find a better location within several iterations. While inferior fish often need more iteration to find a better location to adapt to the environment, which increases the execution time of the algorithm.
In order to shorten the execution time of the algorithm, the extinction mechanism is introduced. In each iteration process of FSA, the artificial fish is sorted according to the fitness level after its position is updated. The artificial fish with the lowest fitness is regarded as inferior fish thus should be extinct. By introducing extinction, the remained artificial fishes have higher adaptability, which improves the overall adaptability level of the fish swarm. However, in the extinction mechanism, the size of the fish swarm shrinks. As the number of iterations increases, the fish swarm becomes smaller and smaller, and the randomness of the algorithm becomes smaller and smaller. It is difficult to ensure that the optimal solution location could be found finally. Therefore, a regeneration mechanism is introduced to regenerate the same number of artificial fish with high adaptability after eliminating inferior fish in each iteration process, so as to ensure that the size of the fish does not change under the premise of improving the overall adaptability level of the fish.
In the FSA based attribute reduction of neighborhood rough set, the fitness values of each artificial fish location are sorted in ascending order after each iteration process. When the fish is reborn, determine whether the fitness of each artificial fish location is equal. If the fitness is equal, any artificial fish will be extinct and reborn to be the artificial fish recorded on the bulletin board. Otherwise an artificial fish with the lowest degree of fitness will be extinct and reborn to artificial fish with greater fitness. By introducing extinction and regeneration, a high overall level of fitness could be assured and the time of each iteration is reduced.
III. IMPROVED FSA FOR NEIGHBORHOOD FEATURE REDUCTION A. NEIGHBORHOOD FEATURE REDUCTION
According to [30] , [31] , a neighborhood decision system can be denoted as ND = (U , C ∪ D, δ), where U = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is a nonempty finite set of objects called the universe, C = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m } is the set of condition features, D is the set of decision features, and δ is the neighborhood parameter(0 ≤ δ ≤ 1).The neighborhood dependency of D on B is defined as:
If the neighborhood dependency γ B−{a} (D) δ < γ B (D) δ then the attribute a is indispensably to the set B, otherwise a is redundant to B, that it can be removed from B.
Traditional neighborhood feature reduction algorithm such as forward greedy algorithm is easy to fall into local optimal solution. So improved FSA is introduced to neighborhood feature reduction to solve this problem in this work. Taking advantages of improved FSA's suitable for distributed processing of optimization problem, the search efficiency of attribute reduction and the possibility of finding the best reduction are greatly improved. When we introduce the improved FSA into neighborhood rough set feature reduction, the urgent problem needs to solve is how to measure the distance of discrete feature subsets. In this work, the feature subsets are transformed into binary numbers and the Hamming metric is introduced to measure the distance between two binary numbers as described in reference [32] .
B. NEIGHBORHOOD FEATURE REDUCTION PREMISE OF IMPROVED FSA FOR NEIGHBORHOOD FEATURE REDUCTION 1) CODING OF ARTIFICIAL FISH LOCATION
A decision-making system with n attributes has 2 n kinds of combinations of attribute subsets, and the final solution of attribute reduction is expressed as a set of conditional attributes. Therefore, if each attribute is represented by a binary number, the position of each artificial fish is a series of n-bits of binary coding. If the ith feature of the information system is selected as a key feature, then the ith bit binary number is '1' and '0' otherwise. For example, suppose there are six conditional attributes{a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 6 } in the decision system, if the reduction result is {a 2 ,a 3 ,a 6 } then the corresponding position of artificial fish is ''011001'' and vice versa, each binary string corresponds to a reduction of the attributes.
2) HAMMING DISTANCE BETWEEN FISH
In this work, the Hamming distance is used to measure the distance between two fishes. Let X i , X j be two binary numbers representing positions of two artificial fish. The Hamming distance between X i and X j is defined by
where ⊕ is a XOR operation, x i , x j ∈{0, 1}. The variable x i represents a binary bit in X i .
3) CENTER OF FISH
In the improved FSA, it is necessary to get the center position of the fish swarm within visual so that the artificial fish can move. The determination of the center position of the fish swarm is very important for the swarming behavior. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . X n be some binary numbers that represent positions of n fishes, the center position of n fishes is defined as (14) where X C is the center position of n fishes, x j i represents the ith bit of fish position X i .
4) FITNESS FUNCTION AND UPDATING CONDITIONS OF BULLETIN BOARD
In the improved FSA, the design of fitness function is the core step of the whole algorithm, it determines the convergence direction of the algorithm to a great extent. The attribute reduction of neighborhood rough sets is mainly to get the best reduction. Under the condition that the classification ability of decision system is unchanged, the redundant conditional attributes are deleted and the smaller conditional attributes set is obtained.
In attribute reduction of neighborhood rough sets, two main problems are considered: one is the new attribute set keeps the classification ability of the original attribute set or not, the other is whether the new attribute set contains redundant attributes. Therefore, the design of the improved FSA for neighborhood rough set should achieve two goals:
Firstly, the number of conditional attributes in the reduction result should be as small as possible.
Secondly, the classification ability of the reduction set is consistent with that of all conditional attribute sets.
In order to achieve the first goal, the fitness function is set according to formula (15)
where γ B (D)δ is the neighborhood classification quality (or neighborhood dependency) of condition feature set B relative to decision D as defined in formula (12) . In order to achieve second goal, the update condition of the bulletin board is that on one hand the fitness of the artificial fish at current location is greater than that of bulletin board recorded location, on the other, the length of reduction set represented by the artificial fish at current location is less than that represented by the recorded position of bulletin board.
5) STOP CONDITION
Generally, there are two common stop conditions for FSA: firstly, when the iteration times reach the maximum number of iterations the algorithm stops. Secondly, when the record of bulletin board does not change in several successive iterations, the algorithm stops. While in attribute reduction, there is no fixed termination condition, the shortest reduction set which guarantees the consistency of classification ability with the original decision table is the final objective. In this work, we design the termination condition of the algorithm as follows:
Firstly, set a maximum number of iterations, when the number of iterations is greater than the maximum number of iterations, the algorithm terminates.
Secondly, the algorithm terminates when the same solution appears in three consecutive iterations.
This ensures that the final solution is the shortest and most suitable reduction set after many iterations, avoids unnecessary iterations and saves the running time of the algorithm.
C. PROCESS OF IFSANRSR
In the proposed IFSANRSR algorithm, improved swarm and following behavior, improved searching behavior and mechanism of extinction and rebirth are introduced to ensure the global stability and to increase the convergence speed of the traditional FSA algorithm. Four aspects of improvement ensure that the reduction results are stable during the simulation process which indicate the stability of the proposed method.
The process of IFSANRSR proposed in this work is shown as the flowchart in Fig. 2 . 
D. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
In order to verify the effectiveness of IFSANRSR for neighborhood attribute reduction, experiments are carried out on three data sets from UCI, including Wine, Ionosphere and Lymphography. The name of the dataset, the number of samples, features (conditional attributes), and classes (the category of decision attributes) for each dataset is described in TABLE 1.
Attribute reduction is to find the minimum reduction on condition that the overall classification ability of decision system remains unchanged; the concept of Rate is defined to express the efficiency of reduction. The formula of reduction rate is as formula (16) .
where |C| represents the number of all features in the dataset and |R| is the number of selected features. Reduction rate represents the redundancy of conditional attributes in decisionmaking system. The higher the reduction rate is, the lower the redundancy of conditional attributes is. In this work, the datasets are normalized before the experiment. The formula for normalization is shown as formula (17) . (17) where x max and x min is the maximum and minimum value of the samples group respectively. The value of the samples all fall in the interval [0,1] after normalization.
1) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF REDUCTION RESULTS
In the reduction experiments, we will use comparable experiments on those three UCI datasets to evaluate the reduction performance of the proposed IFSANRSR with FARNeMF [33] , FSANRSR and ACO [34] . Main steps of Hu's forward greedy algorithm is shown as Fig. 3 , where ε is the threshold of the significance of attribute and its value is close to 0, further details about FARNeMF could be found in reference [33] : These experiments are designed by MATLAB 2014 and tested on a professional workstation running windows 10 with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Bronze 3104 CPU @ 1.70GHz processor and 16GB memory. And those comparable experiments are test on different datasets with the same neighborhood parameter δ, which equals to 0.1. In FSANRSR, the iteration times is set to be 100, the number of artificial fish is set to be half of the number of conditional attributes in the data set, visual equals half of the number of the artificial fish, and step equals visual-1. In IFSANRSR, the iteration times and the number of artificial fish is set to be the same as that in the FSA, the Max_V is half of the number of artificial fish, and the Max_S is Max_V -1.
The experimental comparison results are summarized in Table 2 . The leftmost column indicates the dataset names. The second and third columns are reduction set and reduction rate of corresponding dataset with Hu's FARNeMF algorithm. The fourth column is the running time of algorithm FARNeMF. The following three columns are reduction set, reduction rate and running time of ACO. The next three columns are reduction set, reduction rate and running time of FSANRSR. The eleventh and twelfth columns are reduction set and reduction rate of the proposed algorithm IFSANRST. The last column is the running time of algorithm IFSANRSR.
As could be seen from TABLE 2, for Lymphography data set, the minimal reduction results obtained by the four algorithms are the same as {2,13,14,15,16,18}, and the FARNeMF algorithm has shorter running time. For Wine dataset, the reduction result obtained by FARNeMF algorithm is {1,6,7,10,13}, the reduction rate is 0.62 and the running time is 0.2 seconds; the reduction result obtained by ACO is {1,5,7,11}, the reduction rate is 0.69 and the running time is 34 seconds; the minimum reduction set obtained by FSANRSR and IFSANRSR algorithm is the same as {1,7,11,13}, the reduction rate is the same as 0.69 and the running time is 68 and 22 seconds respectively. For Ionosphere datasets, both FSANRSR and IFSANRSR algorithm have a shorter reduction set, and a higher reduction rate.
As is shown in TABLE 2, the FARNeMF algorithm obtains good time performance for its quickly heuristic search, but it is easily trapped in a local solution. The three algorithms of ACO, FSANRSR and IFSANRSR could overcome the weakness of the FARNeMF, both of FSANRSR and IFSANRSR have the same reduction result and reduction rate on the three datasets of Lymphography, Wine and Ionosphere. While compared with FSANRSR and ACO, the IFSANRSR has shorter running times. To sum up, the three algorithm of ACO, FSANRSR and IFSANRSR outperform that of the FARNeMF, IFSANRSR has better running time performance than FSANRSR and ACO algorithm.
2) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF REDUCTION RATE
Neighborhood parameter δ could be considered as a tool to control the granularity of data analysis. It plays an important role in neighborhood rough sets. We here change the value of neighborhood parameter in the neighborhood rough set model. The neighborhood parameter values of δ vary from 0.05 to 1 with step 0.05 to get different feature subsets and then evaluate the reduction performance by calculating relevant reduction rate. To graphically illustrate the reduction performance of FARNeMF and IFSANRSR with different neighborhood parameters, take neighborhood parameter δ as the horizontal coordinate and the reduction rate as the vertical coordinate. The experimental results of the three datasets are in Fig. 4 .
As could be seen from Fig. 4 , in the three datasets, the granule is rougher as the neighborhood parameter δ is bigger. The reduction rates of both IFSANRSR and FARNeMF are decreasing with the increase of neighborhood parameter δ in most situations. For Lymphography and Wine datasets, the reduction rate of IFSANRSR algorithm is higher than that of FARNeMF algorithm. For Ionosphere datasets, only when the parameter of neighborhood is between 0.26 and 0.55, the reduction rate of FARNeMF algorithm is higher than that of IFSANRSR algorithm, and in other cases the reduction rate of FARNeMF is lower than that of IFSANRSR algorithm. Therefore, through the comparative analysis of the three datasets, we could find that the reduction rate of IFSANRSR algorithm is higher than that of FARNeMF algorithm in most cases, which indicates that IFSANRSR algorithm can get shorter reduction result than FARNeMF algorithm.
3) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
Attribute reduction aims to delete unnecessary and redundant attributes by keeping the classification ability of the decision system unchanged and tries to avoid the influence of redundant attributes on rule extraction. In order to evaluate the classification ability of the reduction sets by using IFSANRSR and FARNeMF, support vector machine is used to extract classification rules from the reduction set. We apply tenfold cross-validation method to estimate the classification. Comparison of classification accuracy of the proposed algorithm IFSANRSR with that of Hu's neighborhood-based feature reduction algorithm FARNeMF is shown in Fig. 5 . In the experiment, the value of the neighborhood parameter δ varies from 0.05 to 1 with step of 0.05 to get different feature reduction subsets and then the selected features are evaluated with SVM.
As could be seen from Fig. 5 , for Lymphography dataset, the classification accuracy of the reduction sets obtained by using IFSANRSR algorithm is generally higher than that of FARNeMF algorithm. Only when δ is 0.35, the classification accuracy of IFSANRSR algorithm is slightly lower. We can find that the classification accuracy reaches the best 90284 VOLUME 7, 2019 performance when the δ equals 0.4 in the IFSANRSR, while it reaches the best performance with δ equaling 0.3 in the FARNeMF. For Wine dataset, the classification accuracy reaches the best performance when the δ equals 0.25 in the IFSANRSR, while it has the best performance with δ equaling 0.45 in the FARNeMF. The classification accuracy of the reduction sets obtained by using IFSANRSR algorithm is higher than that of FARNeMF algorithm in most cases.
For Ionosphere dataset, with the changing of δ from 0.05 to 0.3, the classification accuracy of IFSANRSR and FARNeMF algorithm both increase rapidly. When δ is greater than 0.3, both IFSANRSR and FARNeMF algorithm have a relatively high smooth classification accuracy level. The classification accuracy reaches the best performance when δ equals 0.4 in the IFSANRSR algorithm while it reaches the best performance with δ equaling 0.3 in the FARNeMF algorithm. The classification accuracy of the reduction sets obtained by using IFSANRSR is higher than that of FARNeMF in most cases. It shows that the neighborhoodbased feature selection can find some good features for classification and efficiently delete the redundant and irrelevant features from the original data.
IV. FATIGUE LIFE INFLUENCING FACTORS BASED ON IFSANRSR
By using IFSANRSR, evaluation model of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints is built in this work. First of all, fatigue data of aluminum alloy welded joints are collected by three-point bending fatigue test of 5083 and 5A06 aluminum alloy T-welded joints [35] and by literature review [36] , [37] . Decision system for fatigue life influencing factors are established after preprocesses of the fatigue data. Then IFSANRSR is used for attributes reduction and weights computation of the fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints. At last, evaluation and analysis of reduction result of influencing factors are obtained.
A. DECISION SYSTEM FOR FATIGUE LIFE INFLUENCING FACTORS
Decision system for fatigue life influencing factors is constructed by three-point bending fatigue test besides by literature review. Altogether, there are 75 sample data and 7 main factors affecting the fatigue life of aluminum alloy welded joints in the decision system, including material type, welding method, plate thickness, stress ratio, load type, joint type and equivalent structural stress range. Among which, there are four influencing factors including material type, welding method, load type and joint type have discrete value. Totally, there are 8 types of materials, 4 kinds of welding method, 2 kinds of load types and 4 kinds of joint types. Let C ={material type(C 1 ), welding method(C 2 ), plate thickness(C 3 ), stress ratio(C 4 ), load type(C 5 ), joint type(C 6 ), equivalent structural stress range(C 7 )}, D ={Fatigue Life(number of stress cycles)}, the decision system is constructed and part of the fatigue data collected are shown as Table 3 .
B. TYPES OF GRAPHICS ATTRIBUTES REDUCTION AND WEIGHTS COMPUTAION
In the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints, IFSANRSR algorithm is used to obtain the key influence factors which affect the fatigue life of the aluminum alloy welded joints. For comparison, Hu's FARNeMF algorithm is also used for the attributes reduction of the decision system. The maximum iteration of IFSANRSR algorithm are set to be 100 times, the maximum step length is 2, the maximum field of visual is 3, and the number of fishes in the swarm is 4. The comparison of reduction rate and classification accuracy of the two algorithms with different neighborhood parameters is shown in Fig. 6 .
As could be seen from Fig. 6 (a) , when δ is within (0.05, 0.2), the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints could be reduced by using FARNeMF algorithm, when δ is greater than 0.2, the decision system could not be reduced. Different from this, by using IFSARNSR algorithm, the decision system could be reduced when δ is between (0.05, 0.45). Both the FARNeMF algorithm and the IFSARNSR algorithm have the same best reduction rate for the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints. As could be seen from Fig. 5 (b) , when δ is less than 0.15, both of the two algorithms have the same classification accuracy. When δ is between(0.25, 0.3), the IFSARNSR algorithm has higher reduction rate than the FARNeMF algorithm.
Accordingly, IFSANRSR algorithm is used to obtain the reduction result of the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy. To obtain a higher reduction rate, the neighborhood parameter δ is set to be 0.15. The obtained reduction result for the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy is {C 1 (material type), C 5 (load type), C 6 (joint type), C 7 (equivalent structural stress range)}. The weights of the 7 fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy are {0.1923, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0385, 0.1154, 0.6538}. Quantitative calculation result for weight of each influencing factor by using IFSANRSR algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 .
C. DISCUSSION
As could be seen from Fig. 5 , both Hu's FARNeMF algorithm and the IFSANRSR algorithm proposed in this work could be used for attributes reduction of the decision system of fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy. By using IFSANRSR algorithm, the key influencing factors of fatigue life could be better obtained when the neighborhood parameter δ is between (0.15, 0.45).
As is shown in Fig. 7 , key fatigue life influencing factors including equivalent structural stress range, material type, joint type and load type are the most important in the decision system of aluminum alloy welded joints. Quantitative calculation for weight of each influencing factor by using IFSANRSR algorithm is obtained at the same time. In descending order of attribute importance, they are equivalent structural stress range(0.6538), material type(0.1923), joint type(0.1154) and load type(0.0385). Reduction and quantitative calculation results indicate that besides equivalent structural stress range, other influencing factors such as material type, joint type and load type also have important influence on fatigue life prediction of aluminum alloy welded joints.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel IFSANRSR algorithm is proposed in this work. It could overcome the weakness of the conventional greedy searching approach (Hu's algorithm) to feature reduction. Experiments on three UCI test datasets are carried out. The results show that compared with the traditional FARNeMF algorithm, IFSANRSR algorithm has shorter reduction result and higher reduction rate, thus could better deal with continuous data attributes and assure the optimal attribute reduction set. IFSANRSR can quickly converge, it has a strong search capability in the problem space and could find the minimal reductions efficiently.
Experiments on the decision system for fatigue life influencing factors of aluminum alloy welded joints shows that by using IFSANRSR algorithm, key fatigue life influencing factors could better be found and the quantitative calculation for weight of each influencing factor could be obtained at the same time.
Future work would be concentrated on further validation of the IFSANRSR algorithm and its application for evaluation of fatigue life influencing factors when more fatigue test samples are available. 
